
Use the Voicy SDK

Power your application with 
short sounds 

Voicy

Do or do not, there is no try
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Dan the man

Yes!

Will

Run!
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Backed by



Voicy

A centralised platform for all sound 
clips: the home of short sound
Voicy is the GIPHY for sound.

Get the newest and most 
trending sound content 

due to sounds created by 
Voicy’s large and very 
active community of 

creators.

With 120K+ sound clips, 
Voicy has the largest  

library of high quality and 
curated sound clips. And 
this number is still rapidly 

growing every day.

With Voicy’s tech, insights 
& algorithms, we make it 
easy for you. Reducing 

your development effort 
to the minimum and 

ensuring the best UX for 
your users.

Vision

“There is a communication shift happening in which short formats of content have 
become more important than ever before. First you had emojis, then you had Gifs 
and now you will have Voicies. We are the Giphy of sound: a platform to discover, 
create, and share short sound. Making social communication and usage more 
expressive, fun and direct. Voicy empowers the clip universe by centralising all sound 
clips within one platform, applying the latest technology and powering it with a large 
community.”

“Innovation and exclusive collaborations, like the one with Voicy, enable our users to 
communicate in a more expressive, personalised and native way, acting as the digital 
form of non-verbal cues in real-life conversation, like gestures and facial 

expressions.”

Over 100 million plays within Viber

Xander Kanon, CEO Voicy

Petya Kamburova, Rakuten Viber

Why integrate with Voicy?

Community Library Tech



xander@voicy.network

https://api.voicy.network/documentation

Voicy

One integration, covering 
everything
All tech, legal, and content wrapped in an SDK, ready 
to be used.

Integrate with Voicy to 
get access to the latest 
sound clips

Integration

Do you fear the truth?
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Pfff this looks not so good
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Search sounds

This is amazing
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That seems interesting!
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GIF

Use soundclips for 
messaging and/or 
for posting sounds 
within your video.

Enable users to 
create and edit 
short sounds within 
your application. 
Quick and easy.

Search through 
Voicy’s library of 
120K+ sounds by 
using a smart 
search algorithm.

Have users play 
sounds real-time in 
your calling or video 
application.

Selection Creation Search Real-time

Record

Search sounds
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Suuuuu
Cristiano Ronaldo
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Coming soon Coming soon

Features

https://api.voicy.network/documentation

